WH Ireland
Customer: WH Ireland
Location: London, Birmingham, & Manchester
Requirement: Secure destruction of data held on hardware and recycling in line
with WEEE legislation
Customer’s “Very professional, fast efficient service”
View:
Steffan Wren, IT Systems Engineer

Established in 1872 and one of the founding members of
the Manchester stock exchange WH Ireland is a growing
Financial Services Group which provides its clients with a
range of bespoke financial services. Knowing the importance of the security of customers data and company
confidential information WH Ireland engaged Canopus
Solutions to provide secure hard drive erasure, and retirement of their end of life IT equipment.
Canopus Solutions are industry specialists in the area of
IT asset management and environmental disposal. Offering a total logistical service for the secure, simple, and
efficient removal of redundant IT equipment. Operating
to the highest international standards and partnering
with Tabernus for complete data deletion to MOD Enhanced level as standard.
WH Ireland were not able to provide a full inventory list
of equipment to be collected. One of the advantages to
using Canopus Solutions was despite a kit list not being
available, we were able to arrange transportation and
ensure all equipment was collected and securely transferred to our processing facility in Runcorn, Cheshire.
Upon receipt all items were logged and assigned a unique
barcode so that they could be tracked through the data
erasure process. Upon completion this provided a full
asset list of equipment received, thereby enabling WH
Ireland to successfully update their records.
Following data deletion all equipment was graded and
recycled utilising one of the following methods, remarketing as a complete unit, broken down into component parts for re-use, or refined into raw materials for
use by manufacturers in new products.
If you want to find out more about Canopus visit www.thinkcanopus.co.uk
or email sales@thinkcanopus.co.uk
2 Margaret Street,
London, W1W 8RD
Tel 0844 412 7541
www.thinkcanopus.co.uk
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